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Abstract 
This study takes the script and lexical cohesion theories to analyze place noun definitions provided in five Persian monolingual
dictionaries. According to the findings, among the lexical semantic relations, hyponymy is the most frequent semantic relation 
existing in place nouns' dictionary definitions. Synonymy and meronymy occupy the second and third positions respectively. 
Out of three main cognitive primitives, i.e., acts, things, and roles, things have been used more in dictionary definitions. 
According to the findings, Persian monolingual are compatible with cohesion as well as script theories in presenting definitions
for place nouns. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction  
In this study we take cohesion and script theories to outline a framework for analyzing Persian monolingual 
dictionaries. The paper is structured as follow. Section 2 provides an overview on dictionary and cohesion theory. 
Section 3 describes script theory and its implementation on place nouns. The corpus of study, i.e., five Persian 
monolingual dictionaries is briefly introduced in section 4. Section 5 explains the methodology of our research and 
section 6 reviews on a sample place noun followed by section 7 which reports on results and discussion. Section 8 
is devoted to conclusion.  
1-1. Dictionary and cohesion theory 
     Frawley (1989) is the pioneering study which acknowledges dictionary as the text. It examines the 
relationship between the form of dictionary and cognitive processes of users. Dealing with this multidisciplinary 
topic, it focuses on the information structure of definitions, cohesion across senses, and the use of schema theory 
to evaluate the integration of dictionary as the text. On the other hand, seven criteria are called for textuality of 
text; cohesion, informativeness, coherence, intentionality, acceptability, situationality, and intertextuality (de 
Beaugrande & Dressier, 1981). Building on these two contributions, we are in a reasonable position to take a 
cohesion-based approach to examine definitions in dictionaries.  
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The concept of textual cohesion was introduced by Halliday and Hasan (1976). They named reiteration and 
collocation as lexical cohesive devices. The former is narrowed down to three sub-categories as shown in the 
following: 
     Reiteration: A type of cohesion in which one lexical element is related through a common referent to a 
previous element as a: 
1. Repetition (e.g., city/city) 
2. Synonym or near-synonym (e.g., city/town) 
3. Hyponym or super-ordinate word (e.g., street/city; e.g., country/city) 
The contemporary cohesion studies maintain that any lexical semantic relation may enrich integration of a text. 
As such, the Halliday and Hasan list could be extended to embrace other lexical relations such as antonymy 
(opposites), meronymy (part of), etc.
Frawley (1989) argues that although dictionaries are called reference books, we in fact read them. He moves his 
discussion with this question that why simple word lists are typically difficult for reading, processing and recall. 
To answer this topical question, we argue that word lists usually present words as separate lexical entities. 
However, if any lexical reservoir such as dictionary organizes lexicon through lexical semantic relations, it would 
enhance users' command in reading, learning, and information retrieval as well. 
1-2. Script theory 
 Human beings tend to take a number of finite concepts to categorize everything from things to events to places 
etc. Much has been written on the nature of concepts, but the script theory is the preferred one especially in the 
camp of cognitive linguists. A script is a mental representation of 'stereotyped sequence of actions that define a 
well known situation' (Schank & Abelson, 1977). For example, an individual's script of 'going to a restaurant' 
might be: enter a restaurant, sit at a table, order meal, eat, and pay. This script, as it is shown, includes actions 
(entering, sitting, ordering, etc.), things (table, meal) and place (restaurant). Needless to say, the elements of scripts 
are subject to social, cultural variation.
 From a more general point of view, a script is a structure with slots and requirements about what can fill those 
slots. The script of 'restaurant' would be something like this: 
Table 1. Primitives for event 'going to restaurant'
As it is shown, acts, things and roles are key constituents, i.e., primitives for any script. The empty slots are 
here to imply that the number of acts, things and roles is not limited or fixed. Yielding to cultural variation, a slot 
such as 'Thing 3' may be filled by 'spoon' in one cultural community and 'chopsticks' in another one. 
Almost all discussions on script theory centre on 'events' (e.g., going to restaurant, enrolling at a college, 
visiting a doctor, etc.). In this study, unlike existing literature, we attempt to extend script theory to place nouns. 
The task could be both easy and difficult. It might be easy since 'place nouns' tend to be simpler than 'events' as far 
as the number and complexity of primitives are concerned. In can be tough as it may does not lend itself to a 
general comprehensive scope of cognitive scripts ever studied.  
1-3. Corpus of Study 
The corpus of this study includes definitions for 100 place nouns in five Persian monolingual dictionaries. 
These dictionaries differ in size, time of publication, potential users and varying strategies for definition. Here, a 
brief introduction is given for five popular Persian dictionaries compiled and published within past 80 years.   
Going to 
Restaurant
Act 1 Act 2 Act 3  Thing Thing 2 Thing 3 Role 1  Role2  Role 3 
enter Sit …  meal  table  … waiter customer   … 
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1-3-1. The Dehkhoda Dictionary 
Published initially in 1931, the Dehkhoda dictionary is the largest unabridged Persian dictionary including 
literary and old Persian words. It presents meaning, interpretation and historical background of many Arabic 
words. As a quite old lexicographic work, it lacks many Persian scientific, industrial lexical items (Dehkhoda, 
1931).  
1-3-2. The Moin Dictionary 
Published by Amir Kabir Publishers, Moin dictionary has been compiled in 6 volumes. The medium sized 
version consists of three parts; words, foreign entries, and proper nouns. The words' part includes entries, spelling, 
pronunciation, lexical root, grammar, meaning, example, synonyms and antonyms, explanation, and words coined 
by Persian Language Academy (Moin, 1980). 
   
1-3-3. The Amid Dictionary 
The Amid Dictionary is a two volume dictionary including Persian and some Arabic and European lexical 
entries. It was initially published in 1964 presenting pronunciation symbols, some pictures as well as definition 
and exemplification for each entry. It ignores proper nouns for places, cities, artists, etc. (Amid, 1964).   
1-3-4. Farhange Farsi-ye Emruz 
Farhang-e Farsi-ye Emruz (referred here as Farsi) was compiled and published in 1991. Its design and 
methodology are more systematic than older ones. It reports on part of speech of entries though there are many 
cases of vagueness (Sadri Afshar, Hakami, & Hakami, 1994). 
1-3-5. The Sokhan Dictionary 
 The Sokhan Dictionary is the most recent Persian dictionary following most lexicographic guidelines practiced 
by internationally acclaimed lexicographers. It comes in two versions; unabridged version in 8 volumes, and 
abridged version in two volumes (Anvari, 2006). 
2. Method 
 To conduct a cognitive study of entry definitions in Persian dictionaries, we have selected 100 place nouns (ref. 
Appendix). They range from geographical place nouns, e.g., mountain, valley, to urban, public locations such as 
office, hospital, etc. Next, we consulted Persian dictionaries. We have assumed two synonymous words like rustA
and deh as one lexical item, i.e., village. Once the place nouns are consulted in dictionaries, the provided 
definitions are extracted and compiled in separate sheets.  
The scope of our study included both cohesion and script theories. We detected four lexical semantic relations, 
i.e., synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, and meronymy for each place noun. In addition, the number of acts, things, 
and roles embedded in the definition has been counted too. The following section reports on analysis of a sample 
place noun.  
2-1. A sample place noun: 'restaurant'  
Hereunder, we review the definitions given by Persian dictionaries for the place noun 'restaurant'.
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Table 2. Definitions for place noun 'restaurant'
Dictionary Definition for 'restaurant' 
1 Dehkhoda 
ﺪﻨﺷﻮﻧبوﺮﺸﻣوﺪﻧرﻮﺧاﺬﻏنآردﻪﻛﻲﻳﺎﺟﻗﻪﻧﺎﺧهﻮﻬ
A place where food is eaten and drinks are served. Tea house. 
2 Moin
ﺪﻨﺷﻮﻧبوﺮﺸﻣوﺪﻧرﻮﺧاﺬﻏنآردﻪﻛﻲﻳﺎﺟ
A place where meal and drinks are served. 
3 Amid
ﺪﻧرﻮﺨﺑاﺬﻏﺎﺠﻧآردمدﺮﻣوﺪﻨﻨﻛهدﺎﻣآشوﺮﻓياﺮﺑﻪﻳﺬﻏاوﻪﺑﺎﺷﻮﻧعاﻮﻧانآردﻪﻛﻲﻳﺎﺟ
A place where kinds of drinks and meals are prepared for sale and people eat there. 
4 Farsi 
ﺪﻨﻨﻛﻲﻣﻲﻳاﺮﻳﺬﭘﻲﻧﺪﻴﺷﻮﻧوكارﻮﺧﺎﺑنﺎﻳﺮﺘﺸﻣزانآردﻪﻛﻲﻳﺎﺟ
A place where customers are served with meal and drink.  
5 Sokhan 
ﺬﻏنآردﻪﻛﻲﻟﺪﻨﺻوﺰﻴﻣوﻦﻟﺎﺳيارادﻲﻳﺎﺟدﻮﺷﻲﻣﻪﺿﺮﻋنﺎﻳﺮﺘﺸﻣﻪﺑﻲﻧﺪﻴﺷﻮﻧوا
A place with hall, table and chair that provides food and drinks for customers.  
Taking the cohesion theory into account, we detected any semantic relation provided by the dictionaries under 
analysis.
Table3. Encoded Semantic Relations for 'restaurant'
 Synonym Antonym Hyponym Meronym 
Dehkhoda 1  1  
Sokhan   1 1 
     As indicated in the table, the two dictionaries are equal in the number of established lexical semantic 
relations, though Dehkhoda supplies a near-synonym (tea house), and Sokhan uses the word hall within the 
definition and establishes a meronymy relation. In sum, as far as the cohesion framework is concerned, both 
dictionaries behave similarly at least in the place noun 'restaurant'.   
     Figure 1 represents the conceptual semantic relations implied by two compared dictionaries: (S, A, H and M 
stand for synonyms, antonyms, hyponymy and meronyms respectively). 
Figure 1. Semantic relations in two definitions 
  Now let us review and compare the definitional elements in two dictionaries. Excluding the lexical item place
(it is dealt with in cohesion framework) Dehkhoda goes with four lexical elements; food, eat, drink, serve.
Therefore, four primitives are introduced here; two things (food, drink) and two acts (eat, serve).
Dehkhoda 
place
     H 
restaurant 
    S 
eating place 
Sokhan 
    place 
          H 
restaurant 
           M 
     hall 
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  The definition of 'restaurant' in Sokhan Dictionary includes eight definitional elements, i.e., place, hall, table, 
chair, serve, customer, meal, drinks. As discussed above and shown in figure 1, the lexical items place and hall are
considered in cohesion framework. As a result, six elements are remained; four things (table, chair, food, drink),
one act (provide), and one role (customer). Table 4 summarizes and compares the definitional elements.   
Table 4. Primitives for place noun 'restaurant'
Total PrimitivesRole1 Thing 4Thing 3Thing 2 Thing 1Act2 Act1 
Dictionary
4... ... ... Drinks food serve eatDehkhoda
6customer drinkfood Chair table ... provide    Sokhan 
  As illustrated in table 4, more primitives are included in Sokhan Dictionary compared with Dehkhoda. The 
difference is both quantitative (more primitives in Sokhan) and qualitative (the primitive Role is added to Sokhan 
definition). In sum, considering the script theory, it could be concluded that in presenting definition for the place 
noun 'restaurant', Sokhan dictionary is more compatible with the script theory.    
       The scope of our study includes both cohesion and script theories. Totally 500 entries of place nouns (100 
entries in each dictionary) have been consulted to arrive at the number of semantic relations (synonyms, antonyms, 
hyponyms, and meronyms) as well as the number of ATRs, i.e., Acts, Things and Roles. 
3. Results and Discussion 
Table 5 illustrates the number of semantic relations implemented in Persian dictionaries. S, A, H, and M stand 
for synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms and meronyms respectively. As shown in the table, Farsi Dictionary and 
Sokhan Dictionary rank as the first and second dictionaries to employs semantic ties between words. As such, it 
could be concluded that these two dictionaries provide a more cohesive lexicon for Persian place nouns. 
Table 5. Statistics for Semantic Relations in Persian Dictionaries
Dehkhoda Moin Amid Farsi Sokhan 
S A H M S A H M S A H M S A H M S A H M
37 2 21 7 31 0 19 3 33 0 23 14 20 0 66 12 11 0 78 6 
Total: 67 Total: 53 Total: 70 Total: 98 Total: 95 
It would be interesting to learn the proportion of semantic relations involved. To get an objective picture of the 
proportion, let us review Table 5. Based on the figures, hyponymy and antonymy are respectively the most and 
least frequent semantic relations established among place nouns. To justify the observation, it could be said that 
most place nouns are defined by the help of a general noun such as makAn (location), jA (place), etc. On the other 
hand, antonymy is the least frequent relation since antonymy is the representative semantic link between 
adjectives, not nouns. These two detected antonyms have been encoded between pairs like piyAde ro (pavement) 
and xiyAbAn (street).
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Table 6. Statistics for Total Semantic Relations
Semantic
Relation
207 Hyponymy 
132 Synonymy 
42Meronymy 
2Antonymy 
To analyze the status of Persian dictionaries as far as the script theory is concerned, let us consider the number 
of primitives, i.e., acts, things and roles employed in the definitions provided by the dictionaries under analysis. 
Table 7.  Statistics for ATRs in Persian Dictionaries
Sokhan Moin Amid Farsi   Sokhan 
A T R A T R A T R A T R A T R 
89 85 45 63 73 23 84 120 32 108 155 42 117 148 47 
Total: 219 Total: 159 Total: 236 Total: 305 Total: 312 
 The figures show that more modern dictionaries have employed more primitives in their definitions. The only 
exception is Dehkhoda which is regarded as the most complete and detailed (and not necessarily the most 
systematic) Persian dictionary. According to the figures, using the highest number of primitives, Sokhan 
Dictionary is the most compatible lexicographic work with the script theory.   
 To detect the most frequent primitive, let us review the total number of ATRs in Table 5. Needless to say, 
things and entities are the most important primitives in definitions, while acts and roles occupy the second and 
third rank respectively.  
Table 8. Total Statistics for ATRs in Persian Dictionaries
Primitives 
581 Things 
461 Acts
189 Roles 
4. Conclusion 
  Our study demonstrates that five Persian dictionaries have taken three types of primitives to define 100 place 
nouns. Ignoring the varying quantity involved, it is argued that a satisfying framework for entry definition in any 
dictionary necessarily includes three main primitives, i.e., acts, things, and roles. It is shown that more modern 
lexicography contributions have resorted to the primitive 'role' more than their older counterparts. Furthermore, 
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hyponymy, synonymy and meronymy constitute the main linking elements in dictionary entries to arrive at a 
cohesive text. Generally, it is concluded that Persian monolingual dictionaries may have (un)deliberately followed 
a cognitive-friendly approach to define place nouns. A more broad study on other part of speech would 
undoubtedly shed light on details of Persian lexicography and cognitive science as well.
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Appendix. List of 100 Persian Place Nouns
Persian word English   Persian word English
1 Atash neshAni fire station 16 bimArestAn hospital 
2 ArAyeshgAh hairdresser 17 pAdegAn garrison 
3 AzmAyeshgAh laboratory 18 pArk park 
4 AshpazxAne kitchen 19 pAlAyeshgAh refinery
5 edAre office 20 Poshte bAm roof 
6 estAdiyom stadium 21 pol bridge
7 ostAn province 
22 
Pomp-e benzin gas station 
8 estaxr pool 
23 
piyAde ro pavement 
9 eskele dock 
24 
tappe hill 
10 oqyAnus ocean 
25 
jAdde road 
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11 bAzAr bazaar 
26 
Jebhe front 
12 bAshgAh club
27 
Jazire island 
13 bAq garden 
28 
Jangal jungle 
14 bAqe vahsh zoo
29 
chApxAne print house 
15 bAnk bank 
30 
hammAm bathroom 
31 
xAne house 
51 
shahrdAri City hall 
32 
Xalij gulf 
52 
forudgAh airport 
33 
xAbgAh dormitory 
53 
forushgAh store 
34 
xiyAbAn street
54 
qArre continent 
35 
dAdgAh court
55 
qabrestAn graveyard 
36 
dAruxAne drug store 
56 
qassAbi Butcher’s 
37 
dAneshgAh university 
57 
qahve xAne Tea house 
38 
dAmdAri animal farm 
58 
qannAdi confectionary 
39 
darmAngAh clinic 
59 
qAr cave 
40 
darreh valley
60 
SarrAfi Exchange bureau 
41 
daryA sea
61 
tavile stable 
42 
daryAcheh lake
62 
kArxAne factory 
43 
sad dam 
63 
kArvAsh Car wash 
44 
sefArat embassy 
64 
ketAbxAne library 
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84 
Ma’dan mine 
99 
borj tower 
85 
muzeh museum 
100 
ostAn state
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45 
sangar shelter
65 
ketAbforushi bookstore 
46 
sirk circus 
66 
koshtArgAh slaughterhouse 
47 
sinamA cinema
67 
keshvar country 
48 
shAlizAr plantation 
68 
kelAs class 
49 
shahr city 
69 
kalAntari Police station 
50 
Shahre bAzi Fun fare 
70 
kelisA church
71 
kuche alley
86 
Mahde kudak nursery 
72 
kudakestAn kindergarten 
87 
meydAn square 
73 
kuh mountain 
88 
nAnvAyi Baker’s 
74 
gAvdAri Cattle ranch 
89 
najjAri Carpenter’s 
75 
Gol khAne Green house 
90 
namAyeshgAh fare 
76 
golforushi Florist’s 
91 
hotel hotel 
77 
gomrok customs 
92 
varzeshgAh stadium 
78 
madrese school 
93 
zendAn prison 
79 
Marz border 
94 
akkAsi Photographer’s 
80 
morqdAri Chicken farm 
95 
rAhro corridor 
81 
Mazra’e farm 
96 
dandAnpezeshki Dentist’s 
82 
mosAferxAne hostel 
97 
otAqe amal Operation room 
83 
masjed mosque 
98 
moassese institute 
